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Real-time measurements of low-abundance aroma compounds in breath from release
during food consumption are already feasible due to progress in analytical technologies,
such as PTR-ToF-MS. Nevertheless, the information content of real-time measurements
is not fully exploited, due to the limited number of suitable data handling methods
for, namely, in-vivo measurements [1]. Other software tools have been reported, but
not focusing on food systems [2, 3]. This study developed a data scientific procedure
to enhance flavor data analysis and interpretation from real-time studies, during food
processing and consumption. The developed software addresses challenges such as
mass calibration, variable number reduction and extraction of relevant masses. The
developed features include 1) data projection, 2) establishment of a threshold for peak
apex extraction, 3) visualization of sample expression for a specific mass, 4) application
of co-clustering and principal component analysis for sample clustering exploration.
These were validated for real time flavor generation in a dynamic study designed to
evaluate different parameters in the formation of phenylacetaldehyde in model systems.
Sequential additions of metals, glucose, gallic acid as well as sulphur dioxide have been
tested. As way of example, it was observed in real time that different reaction rates
for phenylacetaldehyde formation occured when metals were added in the end or in the
beginning of the experiment. The developed software showed a considerable increase in
efficiency of data treatment mainly in the extraction of candidate masses, capable to be
contextualized for both flavor release and flavor generation as function of process conditions.
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